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I.

INTRODUCTION
Welcome to The Verbal to Visual Notebook, a resource for those who want to bring ideas to life. What you'll find in this book is a set of activities to help you build your skills as a sketcher of ideas.

The beauty of learning how to sketch out ideas is that you can then take that skill and apply it to whatever challenges you face each day. I've found it to be a great learning, problem-solving, and idea sharing tool.

I think you will as well, and I hope that the activities that I have designed help to you develop and refine that tool.
THE CATEGORIES

The activities that follow share the common thread of focusing on one or more of the skills required to effectively take visual notes. But they differ in their approach, and I have developed a set of categories so that you have a sense of what you're getting into with each activity.

**Fill This Page**
Train the hand and eye
Great as warm-ups
Repetitive

These are good activities to start with if you're new to writing by hand and new to sketching. Don't worry about filling the page in one sitting - move on if it gets tedious; come back later if you feel like it.

**Playful Practice**
Low-stress, light-hearted
Build skills
Good for newbies

Another activity good for newbies to the world of sketching ideas - fun opportunities to build skills in a low-pressure way.
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PURPOSEFUL PRACTICE

MORE FOCUSED

BUILD A SKILL OR TWO

YOU PICK THE SOURCE

These activities are a bit more serious. Skill-building is still the goal, but the topics addressed are more practical and purpose-driven.

SKETCH → THEN → DO

GET YOUR Bearings

PLAN OF ACTION

ACT

These activities encourage you to act on your ideas, often in fun ways, but sometimes with a more serious bent.

TEMPLATE

You Pick The Source

Useful Constraints

Reusable

The templates provide some structure to a visual note-taking session. You get to pick the source (book, lecture, podcast, video, etc.) and test out the set of constraints. If you find a structure that you like, by all means, keep using it!
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CONNECT  COMMUNICATE  COLLABORATE  GET OUT OF YOUR OWN HEAD

Though we often sketch out ideas for our own purposes, these activities give you an opportunity to use your sketches as a way to connect with others.

PERSONAL  ATTENTION TURNED INWARD  PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT (NO RUNNING REQUIRED)  SELF-KNOWLEDGE

Moving in the opposite direction, these activities will turn your attention inward, giving you the opportunity to get to know yourself a bit better while also developing the skill of sketching out ideas.

ADVENTURE  GET OUT INTO THE WORLD  POTENTIALLY CHALLENGING  REWARDING

These activities encourage you to get out into the world, interact with it in a variety of ways, and sketch out your experience. Take these on at your own risk.
HOW TO

The activities in this book follow a general progression in difficulty and complexity. Feel free to jump around, but if you’re newer to this it wouldn’t be a bad idea to work through the book more or less in order.

There are lots of activities here. Don’t feel the need to rush and get through them all in a short period of time. Work steadily to improve your skills, but don’t forget to take breaks too.

I have designed this digital book to be printer friendly, so feel free to print out those activities that you’d like to have a physical copy of. (And maybe even to make copies for classroom use if you’re an educator.)

One last thing...
EXPERIMENT.

PLAY.

This is one of those you-get-out-what-you-put-in books.

So put your whole self into it, and see who comes out.
II.

ACTIVITIES
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SKETCH OUT (OR WRITE OUT) THE REASONS WHY YOU WANT TO DEVELOP THE SKILL OF VISUAL NOTE TAKING.

PERSONAL
Write the alphabet with ten different writing utensils. Then pick the one that you like best.
START GATHERING QUOTES YOU LIKE. EACH TIME YOU COME ACROSS A NEW ONE THAT YOU’D LIKE TO REMEMBER, WRITE IT OUT HERE. TRY TO USE A DIFFERENT FONT FOR EACH (AND DON’T BE AFRAID TO REWRITE THE SAME ONE UNTIL YOU LIKE THE WAY IT LOOKS).

GO CONFIDENTLY IN THE DIRECTION OF YOUR DREAMS!  

PLAYFUL PRACTICE

LIVE THE LIFE YOU’VE IMAGINED. —HENRY DAVID THOREAU
Fill this page with squiggles, lines, triangles, circles, rectangles, and any other shapes you can imagine.
(No representations of actual objects, please).
MAKE UP YOUR OWN PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF WORDS OR PHRASES.
THEN SHOW THOSE TO A FRIEND TO SEE IF THEY CAN FIGURE OUT
THE WORD OR PHRASE YOU HAD IN MIND.
Get in front of a mirror. Make faces at yourself. Sketch some of them. Label each with an emotion or caption.
Look around your immediate environment. Sketch an icon for seven of the things that you see.
BULLETS ONLY
Sometime this evening, sketch out four things that happened today.
WHILE READING A NON-FICTION BOOK, UNDERLINE THE INTERESTING PARTS.
SKETCH OUT EACH CHAPTER USING THOSE UNDERLINED SECTIONS AS A GUIDE.

PURPOSEFUL PRACTICE
It can be fun to embed words within objects that you draw. Look around you for some objects to sketch out, then fill in with text.
Before cooking a meal, sketch out the recipe. Then cook and eat, and sketch out a review of the meal.
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Fill this page with capital letters.

(Capital letters are my favorite!)
Fill this page with lowercase letters.

(with practice these could grow on me)
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Grab a dictionary. (Hopefully you still have one in book form). Open to a random page and select a random word on that page. Sketch out that word as an icon or diagram. Repeat until this page is full.

reciprocate ⇔ purposeful practice obfuscate ≈ ① ✨
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BROWSE THROUGH A MAGAZINE. WHEN YOU SEE FONTS YOU LIKE (CHECK OUT THE COVER, THE HEADLINES, AND THE BODY TEXT OF ARTICLES), RIP OUT THAT PAGE. ONCE YOU’VE GOT FIVE DIFFERENT FONTS, PRACTICE WRITING FONTS HERE.
Sketch out your workspace and how you use it.
Sketch out your to-do list for tomorrow. Use an icon or diagram for each element on your list.
Thanks for checking out this preview of The Verbal to Visual Notebook.

I hope that by jumping into these activities you’ve gotten a feel for what sketchnoting is all about, and that you’re already on your way toward building your own visual note-taking skills!

If you’d like to keep at it, you can pick up the full version here, but note that it’s also included in the purchase of any of our courses! (See the next page for more details on those.)
Want to Dig Deeper?

If you like what you saw here and want to dig deeper into the development of your sketchnoting skills, check out our online courses:

**An Introduction to Visual Note-Taking**
Reconnect to making marks by hand as you learn to use text, layout, imagery, and color to engage your visual brain.

![Learn More](http://geni.us/DFJw0)

**Sketchnoting in the Classroom**
Add sketchnoting to your toolkit as an instructor as you help your students develop their own visual thinking skills.

![Learn More](http://geni.us/uzXlBq)

**How to Make Sketchnote Videos**
Tap into the power of visual storytelling as you learn the tools and techniques for making illustrated videos.

![Learn More](http://geni.us/0jlmV)

**Learn in Public**
Create new personal and professional opportunities by sharing the authentic journey of your skill development online.

![Learn More](http://geni.us/SdNM9)